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1. A woman with this name is reminded, "heartbroken hard times, they never got us down" in a
song by Old Crow Medicine Show. Another woman with this name is asked "Where did your long
hair go?" before being told "No" in a track from the Beach Boys album Pet Sounds. This is also the
name of  a "mighty fine" woman who is told to "lean a little bit closer" in the 2004 Outkast single
(*) "Roses." This female name titles a song whose pre-chorus buildup features the lyrics "touchin' hands,
reachin' out, touchin' me, touchin' you." For 10 points, give this name of  a "Sweet" woman in the title of  a
Neil Diamond hit.
ANSWER: Caroline [accept "Caroline, No" or "Sweet Caroline"] <Vopava>

2. This novel introduced the currencies Kongbucks and the less-preferred Gipper, a
quadrillion-dollar bill with a picture of  Ronald Reagan on it. In this novel, steaks grow like fruit on
trees, which delight the ultra-fast cyborg pit bulls created by Mr. Ng (ing). When viewed, a bitmap
file in this novel fries Da5id's computer and hurts him in real life. A static-like Macintosh (*) error
lent its name to this novel, whose main characters race to stop L. Bob Rife from reintroducing an ancient
Sumerian mind-control virus. For 10 points, name this 1992 Neal Stephenson sci-fi novel whose heroic
protagonist is named Hiro Protagonist.
ANSWER: Snow Crash <Vopava>

3. To warn people who do not follow this practice, scumbag YouTuber Richard Burgess filmed his
grandfather having a heart attack; this practice also appears in Burgess's username. In Scott Pilgrim
vs. The World, Todd Ingram gains his powers from this practice but later has them revoked by this
practice's police. Lewis Hamilton's experiences with this practice are depicted in the James Wilks
documentary The (*) Game Changers. Along with a similar and less strict variant, followers of  this practice
are the target market of  the Impossible Burger. For 10 points, name this strict dietary practice.
ANSWER: veganism [accept answers describing being vegan; prompt on answers like eating a plant-based
diet; prompt on vegetarianism or being vegetarian] <Maharjan>

4. In 1968 this actor clashed with Francis Ford Coppola over camerawork while playing the title
character of Finian's Rainbow. This man received his only Oscar nomination for playing Harlee
Claiborne, a kindly con artist in The Towering Inferno. In the 1951 film Royal Wedding, a trick shot
involving a vertically-rotating set allowed this actor to be shown (*) performing on the walls and
ceiling. The standards "The Way You Look Tonight" and "Cheek to Cheek" were first sung by this man in
Swing Time and Top Hat, two of  ten films he made withan iconic co-star. For 10 points, name this dancer
who produced an iconic pair with Ginger Rogers.
ANSWER: Fred Astaire [accept Frederick Austerlitz] <Vopava>

5. Before performing in place of  the Royal Blacksmiths,a character in this show opens a hatch to
reveal actual butterflies in his stomach. Venom from the Tiger Widow is used in this show to defeat
an evil Djinn. In this show, Acronix and Krux emerge from a time vortex after betraying their allies
in the (*) Serpentine War. The Scythe of  Quakes isone of  four "Golden Weapons" of  a discipline central to
this show. A mech-suit originally called Samurai X is piloted by Nya in this show, where the formerly evil
Garmadon trains his green-clad son Lloyd. Zane and Kai are among the protagonists of, for 10 points, what
Lego series about the "Masters of  Spinjitzu''?
ANSWER: LEGO Ninjago: Masters of  Spinjitzu<Maharjan>
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6. A pair of  March Madness games won by this schoolare typically known by fans as "The Perfect
Game" and "The Perfect Ending." In its most recent championship game, a bench player for this
college scored 31 points in a rout of  Michigan. Since 2001, this team has been coached by Jay (*)
Wright. This school's Ryan Arcidiacono ("Archie"-dee-AH-kuh-noh) assisted on a Kris Jenkins buzzer beater
that earned them the 2016 NCAA Championship. In recent years, the Big East Championship has typically
been won by, for 10 points, what private Catholic school nicknamed the Wildcats and based in Philadelphia?
ANSWER: Villanova University [or Villanova Wildcats; prompt on Wildcats before mention] <Weiner>

7. This album was promoted in part by the livestream concert series "Studio 2054." A full moon
that appears on the cover of  this album was made more prominent in its reissued "Moonlight
Edition." Architect John Lautner is name-dropped in the title track of  this 2020 album, whose
chorus boasts "I know you're dying trying to figure me out." A single from this album shares its
name and several lyrics with a 1981 (*) Olivia Newton-John hit. Another track from this album proudly
tells an ex "Don't show up, don't come out." "Physical" and "Don't Start Now" appear on, for 10 points,
what retro-inspired album by Dua Lipa whose title suggests it will be long remembered?
ANSWER: Future Nostalgia <Maharjan>

8. The original version of  this occasion involvedcovering a clock with a paper bag and nailing it to
a wall. A worker at H&H Bagels went on strike because of  their refusal to celebrate this holiday,
which was founded in response to a father raining blows upon another man so that he could buy a
doll for his son. A TV episode titled "The (*) Strike" introduced this holiday, in which the Airing of
Grievances precedes Feats of  Strength. An unadorned aluminum pole is traditional decor during, for 10
points, what holiday held on December 23 and celebrated by George Costanza's family on Seinfeld?
ANSWER: Festivus [accept Festivus for the Rest of Us] <Andert>

9. A 1985 at-bat by this team's Gorman Thomas led to the only 9-2-7-2 double play in MLB history.
This team's first playoff  series ended in "The Double," a walk-off  hit by a man who now names an
award for designated hitters. The history of  this team was the subject of  an extensive 2020 review
by sportswriter Jon Bois. Behind manager Lou (*) Piniella (pin-ELL-uh), this team tied an MLB record
with 116 wins in a season in 2001, in part due to a rookie superstar from Japan. Felix Hernandez much of
his career with, for 10 points, what original MLB team of  Alex Rodriguez, Ken Griffey Jr., and Ichiro?
ANSWER: Seattle Mariners [accept either; prompt on M's] <Andert>

10. Nearly 200 of  these animals owned by the Tennantfamily in West Virginia are found to have
died in gruesome manners, prompting a lawsuit in the 2019 film Dark Waters. A 2020 Kelly
Reichardt film centers on two frontiersman who secretly use a prized one of  these animals to start a
(*) baking business; that film is titled for the "First" one of  these animals. One of  the last traditionally
animated Disney films centers on a group of  these animals who must thwart Alameda Slim to save their
farm. Characters in Twister casually point out flying examples of, for 10 points, what animals depicted in the
movie Home on the Range?
ANSWER: cows [accept cattle; accept First Cow] <Weiner>
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11. A film about people of  this ethnicity was shotnear nuclear test sites that some believe caused
the cancer that killed John Wayne. A West German pop group named for a leader of  this ethnicity
extolled the Soviet Union in their song "Moskau". Jin Sakai liberates numerous towns from these
people while seeking to rescue his uncle in the game Ghost of  Tshushima. Crash Course World
History commonly identifies these people as (*) "the exception." Numerous TV shows and comedy
routines note on the unusually high percentage of  people who are descended from a leader of, for 10 points,
what nomadic steppe people once led by Genghis Khan?
ANSWER: Mongols [accept answers like Mongolians or Mongol empire] <Maharjan>

12. Along with "Bohannon" (boh-HAN-in), this man's name is howled four times in a row in the Tom
Tom Club song "Genius of  Love." A song by this artist adapted from his prior song "I Don't Care"
is often cited as the birth of  funk music. This lead singer of  the Famous Flames and performer of
the song "Cold (*) Sweat" usually augmented his live performances of  "Please Please Please" with a series
of  theatrically faked collapses. This singer grunts and shouts "with ya bad self !" in the 1968 anthem "Say It
Loud -- I'm Black and I'm Proud." The moniker "Godfather of  Soul" is applied to, for 10 points, what
singer whose 1965 hit "I Got You" boasts "I feel good / I knew that I would"?
ANSWER: James (Joseph) Brown <Vopava>

13. A rugby team from this country called the "Crusaders" is the most successful team in a league
that prior to the COVID-19 pandemic featured teams from Japan, Argentina, and South Africa.
England captain Ben Stokes was born in this country and defeated its national team, which is itself
captained by Kane Williamson, in the final of  the 2019 (*)Cricket World Cup. The silver fern is a
symbol of  sports teams from this country, whose national teams are known as "All-blacks." A ritual "Haka"
is performed by athletes from, for 10 points, what country home to Super Rugby's "Blues" in Auckland?
ANSWER: New Zealand [or Aotearoa] <Weiner>

14. A 2013 video of  a Maltese farmer of  this foodcontained the oft-mimicked quote "My life is" this
food. The Youtuber Pupsi created covers of  Toto's"Africa" and Darude's "Sandstorm" using
varieties of  these foods. In the web animation "asdfmovie," one of  these foods is frequently told to
(*) "die." A misheard lyric from Frank Ocean's "Thinkin' Bout You" inspired a Vine in which one of  these
items is attached to a ceiling fan. A question referencing this food may have originated in the comments of  a
World of  WarCraftvideo with numerous graphical issues. Low-res photos and videos may be alleged to have
been "taken with," for 10 points, what often mashed food?
ANSWER: potato <Maharjan>

15. In 2003, this band covered The Jungle Book's song "I Wan'na Be like You" for that film's sequel.
An early hit for this group was a ska-influenced version of  War's "Why Can't We Be Friends?"
Hank Green claimed "It's cold. No wait, it's hot!" to summarize a lyric by this band that claims
"the (*) meteor men beg to differ/judging by the hole in the satellite picture." The profoundly unsafe 2020
Sturgis Rally featured a defiant concert by this band, whose cover of  The Monkees' "I'm a Believer" is one
of  multiple songs on theShrek soundtrack. A claim about something "Somebody once told me" begins a
song by, for 10 points, what band behind the song "All Star"?
ANSWER: Smash Mouth <Andert>
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16. This man played journalist and photographer Jack Daglish in a 2004 Terry George film. After a
farmhand dies from drinking his moonshine, a character played by this man stowaways on a yacht
owned by Lancaster Dodd, the founder of  "The (*)Cause." In a Spike Jonze film, this star of The Master
plays a loner who begins a relationship with Samantha, who is voiced by Scarlett Johansson. A former
sign-spinner played by this man confesses to killing three businessmen on a train before killing Murray
Franklin on live TV. For 10 points, name this star of Her who played the demented Arthur Fleck in Joker.
ANSWER: Joaquin (Rafael) Phoenix [or Joaquin (Rafael) Bottom] <Weiner>

17. "COMPET-N" was the first website dedicated to any form of  this activity. An early archive that
documented this activity is kept on a website known as "SDA." A guy who goes by "Dream" hired
a Harvard astrophysicist to prove he did not cheat at one example of  this activity. This activity is
the namesake of  special modes inAxiom Verge and (*) Braid. Frame-by-frame programming is used in
the "tool assisted" form of  this activity. Glitches are often exploited in "any percent" categories of, for 10
points, what activity central to the marathon Awesome Games Done Quick?
ANSWER: speedrunning [accept specific answers like Minecraft speedrunning or answers like
completing games as fast as possible; accept tool-assisted speedrun] <Maharjan>

18. In a 2020 game, a wide receiver with this surname accumulated 203 receiving yards in one
quarter; in 2014, that player with this name was dismissed from Oklahoma State. Another player
with this surname was a missionary for two years before playing for BYU; that player started four
games in 2020 and may be the heir apparent to Drew (*) Brees with the Saints. Antoine Winfield Jr.
mocked the signature "peace sign" of  a receiver with this surname in Super Bowl LV (55), in which that
player struggled for a losing Chiefs team. For 10 points, give this last name shared by NFL players Taysom
and Tyreek.
ANSWER: Hill [accept Jeremy Hill or Taysom Hill or Tyreek Hill] <Andert>

19. In one film that takes place in this city, two individuals fall for each other after discovering that
their partners are cheating with each other. Martin Scorsese's The Departed is a remake of  a film set
in this city titled Infernal Affairs. Beth Emhoff brings MEV-1 to the United States after returning
from this city in (*) Contagion. Batman abducts a businessman linked to the mob from this city in The Dark
Knight. Mr. Lee, an inhabitant of  this city is recruitedby British intelligence to enter a martial arts
tournament in Enter the Dragon. For 10 points, name this Asian city known for its iconic action movies
starring Bruce Lee.
ANSWER: Hong Kong <Weiner>

20. Aunt Elizabeth grants this character the privilege of  calling her "Bet" at a wedding feast where
this character endures vulgar comments about delicious duck. At a party, this character mercilessly
slaps her friend for neighing at her like a horse. The bookish but affectionate Orlo simply says "I
know" when this woman says she wants to kill a moralistic (*) archbishop they all call "Archie." After
a fat general tries to kiss her, this woman switches carriages on the way to meet the dude-bro King of
Sweden. Nicholas Hoult plays Peter, the boorish husband of, for 10 points, what Russian queen played by
Elle Fanning in the Hulu series The Great?
ANSWER: Catherine the Great [or Catherine II or Yekaterina II] <Vopava>
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1. Posters for two special episodes of  this show featured the very helpful text "This is not Season 2." For 10
points each:
[10] Name this HBO series set at East Highland High School, whose students, two of  whom are played by
Zendaya (zen-DAY-uh) and Hunter Schafer, deal with a whole bunch of  drugs and teenage romance.
ANSWER: Euphoria
[10] The two Euphoria specials are named after the characters played by Zendaya and Schafer. Name either
one.
ANSWER: Rue Bennett or Jules Vaughn [accept any underlined portion]
[10] Maude, another star of Euphoria, has this surname; she is the daughter of  Judd, the director of  numerous
middle-aged comedies like This Is 40 who also has this surname.
ANSWER: Apatow [accept Maude Apatow or Judd Apatow] <Weiner>

2. For 10 points each, answer the following about filmmaker Ari Aster:
[10] Aster is a specialist in moody horror films, as exemplified by Hereditary and this 2019 film centered on a
Scandinavian cult.
ANSWER: Midsommar
[10] After winning a dancing competition at the end of Midsommar, Dani is bestowed this title, which allows
her to choose the village's final sacrifice of  the festival. This title is typically bestowed during a celebration of
the last full month of  spring.
ANSWER: May Queen
[10] Hereditary, Aster's feature length debut, revolves around Paimon, one of  these entities, trying to possess
Peter, the oldest Graham child. One of  these entities nicknamed "Toby" is also the antagonist of  the
Paranormal Activity series.
ANSWER: demon(s) [accept alternate word forms like demonic entity; do not accept or prompt on
"ghost"'; prompt on other vague answers like spirit] <Weiner>

3. In recent years, a number of  football games have drawn attention to an unusual occurrence typically
known as a "doink." For 10 points each:
[10] What incredibly unfortunate action occurs in a "doink"?
ANSWER: a football bounces off  a goalpost [or hitting a goalpost or similar; accept hitting the
crossbar or similar; prompt on accurate but non-specific answers like missing a field goal]
[10] An infamous play now known as the "double doink," in which a ball hit the left upright and the crossbar
before falling into the end zone, led to a playoff  loss for this team in front of  its home crowd at Soldier
Field.
ANSWER: Chicago Bears [accept either]
[10] In a 2020 game, a kicker for this Texas-based, Conference USA school missed a field goal by way of  a
"quadruple doink," which fell short after hitting parts of  the goalpost four separate times.
ANSWER: Rice University [prompt on Owls] <Maharjan>
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4. This band's most recent release is the lead single from the soundtrack to the 2019 video game Death
Stranding. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Scottish synthpop group best known for the 2013 song "The Mother We Share" off  their
debut album, The Bones of  What You Believe. Their name contains a notable misspelling.
ANSWER: CHVRCHES ("churches")
[10] CHVRCHES collaborated with this DJ on the single "Here with Me". This helmet-wearing DJ also
collaborated with Bastille on his 2018 hit, "Happier."
ANSWER: Marshmello [or Christopher Comstock]
[10] CHVRCHES also collaborated with Matt Berninger, the vocalist of  this New York-based rock band
behind the songs "I Need My Girl" and "About Today."
ANSWER: The National <Weiner>

5. For 10 points each, name these other things that can also be abbreviated "W-A-P":
[10] Before the standardization of  HTML, Wireless Application Protocol used the markup language WML
which was used by these programs to display pages correctly. Popular examples of  these programs include
Firefox and Chrome.
ANSWER: web browsers
[10] According to thefreedictionary.com, WAP can also be used to refer to an album by this French indie pop
band titled Wolfgang Amadeus [this band]. It included their hit single "Lisztomania" (list-oh-mania).
ANSWER: Phoenix
[10] WAP also stands for Wale Adenuga Production, an entertainment company based in this country, which
is home to the Nollywood film industry.
ANSWER: Nigeria [or Federal Republic of Nigeria] <Weiner>

6. This actor's first TV role was a seven-year stint as Dr. Snapper Foster in The Young and the Restless. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this handsome actor whose role in The SpongeBob Squarepants Movie is basically one big reference
to his lifeguard character Mitch on Baywatch.
ANSWER: David (Michael) Hasselhoff
[10] Hasselhoff  leftThe Young and the Restless in 1982 to star on this action series best remembered for
featuring a near-indestructible, wisecracking car named KITT.
ANSWER: Knight Rider
[10] Hasselhoff  was humorously inept at collecting flags while clinging to a speeding bus on a 2001 celebrity
episode of  this frequently dangerous show, which had a brief  revival hosted by Ludacris in the 2010s.
ANSWER: Fear Factor <Vopava>
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7. When asked about playing against this group of  baseball players, a Washington Senators player stated "I
wish the season was over." For 10 points each:
[10] Give this nickname most commonly associated with the formidable lineup of  the New York Yankees in
the 1920s. Babe Ruth was among its most prominent members.
ANSWER: Murderers' Row [do not accept or prompt on a partial answer, do not accept or prompt on
"New York Yankees"]
[10] This other member of  the "Murderers' Row" called himself  the "luckiest man on the face of  the Earth"
after he was forced to retire due to ALS.
ANSWER: Lou Gehrig [accept Henry Louis Gehrig or Heinrich Ludwig Gehrig]
[10] Jim Leyland questionably referred to the 2006 Yankees as "Murderers' Row and" this player. This second
baseman will miss the 2021 season thanks to a second positive PED test.
ANSWER: Robinson (José) Canó [kuh-NOH] <Andert>

8. Sergio Leone made this film as an "unofficial remake" of  the Japanese filmYojimbo, which is another way
of  saying he more or less ripped it off. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this film, a spaghetti western that is considered the first of  the "No Name" trilogy.
ANSWER: A Fistful of  Dollars
[10] Due to the similarity of A Fistful of  Dollarsto Yojimbo, this legendary Japanese director of  the film
received 15% of  the gross. This man is better known for his films Ikiru and Rashomon.
ANSWER: Akira Kurosawa [or Kurosawa Akira]
[10] Like Yojimbo, a different Kurosawa film titled for this number of  "Samurai" was remade into a Western
classic. That remake is titled for a "magnficient" group of  this number.
ANSWER: seven [accept Seven Samurai or The Magnificent Seven] <Weiner>

9. The "bass drop" common in electronic music was first developed using one of  these devices. For 10
points each:
[10] Identify this numerically-named Roland "Rhythm Composer," a popular early drum machine that is
name-dropped in a surprising number of  songs.
ANSWER: 808 ("eight oh eight") [accept TR-808]
[10] Though it was initially deemed a failure, the 808's popularity grew after it was used to create the
underlying percussion sounds of  "Sexual Healing," a song by this legendary singer who was murdered by
this father in 1984.
ANSWER: Marvin Gaye [or Marvin Pentz Gay Jr.2]
[10] Kanye West's album 808s & Heartbreak is so named because he used an 808 on every track, including
this lead single that claims "I'm in love with you but the vibe is wrong."
ANSWER: "Love Lockdown" <Rao - Pothuraju>
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10. This show's updated theme song boasts it is now "gender-balanced" and "pronoun-neutral," and admits
"trolls will say we're so passé, but we did meta first!" For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2020 reboot of  a cartoon about the "totally zany" Yakko, Wakko, and Dot Warner.
ANSWER: Animaniacs
[10] In an Animaniacs segment set at the Olympics, Wakko comments "You'd know a lot about taking all the
credit" in reference to Yakko's song from the original series in which he lists these things to the tune of
"The Mexican Hat Dance."
ANSWER: countries of  the world [acceptnations or similar]
[10] In the first rebooted episode of Animaniacs, the Warners sing a song lampooning the trend of  rebooting
shows, beginning with a mention of  this briefly revived comedy set at the news showFYI.
ANSWER: Murphy Brown <Maharjan>

11. For 10 points each, answer the following about ongoing realignments in Division I college basketball:
[10] This school, which is the alma mater of  Kemba Walker and Rudy Gay, left the AAC to rejoin the Big
East. Geno Auriemma coaches its women's team.
ANSWER: University of Connecticut [accept UConn; prompt on Huskies]
[10] In 2021, the St. Thomas Tommies will make an unprecedented jump from Division III to Division I to
become this state's second Division I school. Teams representing this state's flagship university are known as
the "Golden Gophers."
ANSWER: Minnesota
[10] In 2020, this school moved up from Division II to join the Division I WAC. More notably, this Salt
Lake City school voted to rename itself  due connections of  its former name to the Confederacy.
ANSWER: Dixie State University [prompt on Dixie alone] <Weiner>

12. Following this man's win of  "Best Director" at the 2020 César Awards, best actress nominee Adèle
Haenel (ah-DEL ay-NEL) walked out of  the ceremony.For 10 points each:
[10] Name this piece of  garbage and director ofAn Officer and Spy who was convicted of  sexually assaultinga
minor in 1978, but has yet to serve his sentence. He also directed Rosemary's Baby and The Pianist.
ANSWER: Roman Polanski [or Raymond Thierry Liebling]
[10] Haenel was nominated for her role in this romantic drama that portrays the queer romance between
Héloïse and Marianne on an island in 18th Century France.
ANSWER: Portrait of  a Lady on Fire[or Portrait de la Jeune Fille en Feu]
[10] Portrait of  a Lady on Firelost the César for "Best Film" to a film of  this name concerning racism in Paris.
It is unrelated to a Victor Hugo novel of  the same name that was made into a 2012 musical starring Hugh
Jackman.
ANSWER: Les Misérables [prompt on Les Miz] <Weiner>
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13. In 2020, Marvel Comics re-designed its team New Warriors to appeal to a younger generation, and it did
not go well. For 10 points each:
[10] One member of  the team named Screentime is a "meme-obsessed super teen" who is able to instantly
access this thing after being exposed to his grandfather's "experimental gas." In a 2018 film, Wreck-it-Ralph
"breaks" this thing.
ANSWER: the internet [accept Ralph Breaks the Internet]
[10] Two other members of  the New Warriors are a pair of  psychic twins who are both named for pejorative
terms related to being emotional on the internet. Give either name.
ANSWER: Safespace and/or Snowflake
[10] The most normal member of  the New Warriors is likely "B-Negative", who is essentially this type of
being. The Marvel character Morbius is another of  these beings.
ANSWER: vampire <Maharjan>

14. The nickname "Black Mamba" has been assigned to numerous individuals throughout pop culture, both
real and fictional. For 10 points each:
[10] This 5-time NBA Champion with the Los Angeles Lakers gained the nickname "Black Mamba" in the
mid-2000s. He tragically passed away with his daughter Gianna in a January 2020 helicopter crash.
ANSWER: Kobe (Bean) Bryant [accept either underlined portion]
[10] "Black Mamba" is the codename of  Beatrix Kiddo, the protagonist of  this 2004 revenge film released as
two volumes. The title action of  this film is ultimately carried out via the "five-point palm exploding heart
technique".
ANSWER: Kill Bill [accept Kill Bill: Volume 1 or Kill Bill: Volume 2]
[10] Tanya Sealy, a member of  this super villain group goes by the name "Black Mamba". This group was
formed by Sidewinder and commonly fought Captain America.
ANSWER: Serpent Society [accept Serpent Squad or Serpent Solutions] <Weiner>

15. This sports league appears in the Danish slang word for the mullet hairstyle. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this national-level European soccer league that, for the past 50 years, has largely been dominated
by FC Bayern Munich ("BYE-urn Munich").
ANSWER: Bundesliga (BOON-dess-lee-guh) [or Fussball-Bundesliga]
[10] The Bundesliga is this country's top-tier soccer league.
ANSWER: Germany [or Bundesrepublik Deutschland]
[10] The last Bundesliga championship that wasn't won by Bayern Munich was the 2012 final, which was won
by this rival team, who plays Bayern Munich in a match called Der Klassiker, or "The Classic."
ANSWER: Borussia Dortmund [or BVB or Ballspielverein Borussia 09 e.V. Dortmund] <Vopava>
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16. The lavishly-appointed Double Cube Room in England's Wilton House has become a favorite filming
location for recent British period dramas. For 10 points each:
[10] Because it stands in as a room at Buckingham Palace, the Double Cube Room is regularly seen on this
drama about Elizabeth II.
ANSWER: The Crown
[10] The room was used as a ballroom at Versailles in a season two episode of  this Starz series about a nurse
in 1945 thrown back in time to 18th-century Scotland.
ANSWER: Outlander
[10] The most recent series to feature the room is this 2020 show set in Regency-era London's high society.
Its title family's viscount ("VIE-count") is played by Jonathan Bailey.
ANSWER: Bridgerton <Vopava>

17. One film based on the work of  this author stars Keanu Reeves as the scramble suit-wearing "Fred"
trying to find the source of  "Substance D." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this science fiction author, whose stories adapted into films include A Scanner Darkly and The
Adjustment Bureau.
ANSWER: Philip Kindred Dick
[10] Philip K. Dick's Do Androids Dream of  ElectricSheep? was adapted into this 1982 Ridley Scott film starring
Harrison Ford set in a futuristic L.A. A 2017 sequel to this film was set in 2049 and starred Ryan Gosling.
ANSWER: Blade Runner [accept Blade Runner 2049]
[10] In the adaptation of  Dick'sMinority Report, this actor plays Danny Witwer, a Department of  Justice
Official. This Irish actor also stars in the 2012 remake of Total Recall as Douglas Quaid.
ANSWER: Colin (James) Farrell <Weiner>

18. Ayo & Teo rap that they want one of  these items "with a dab of  ranch," which is a reference to
diamonds and not salad dressing. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this brand of  watch. In that Ayo & Teo song, they note that they want it in order to have "some
ice on my wrist so I look better when I dance".
ANSWER: Rolex [prompt on rollie]
[10] This rapper, who noted "first things first, I"m the realest" in a collaboration with Charli XCX, weirdly
claimed that "Rolex's don't tick-tock" in her song "Rolex."
ANSWER: Iggy Azalea [or Amethyst Amelia Kelly]
[10] In his song "Apparently", this rapper notes that he has an Audemars Piuget instead of  a Rolex. Both
"Apparently" and "No Role Modelz" appear on his album 2014 Forest Hills Drive.
ANSWER: J. Cole [or Jermaine Lamarr Cole] <Andert>
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19. For 10 points each, answer the following about the first ever Electronic Entertainment Expo, or E3:
[10] The first E3, which saw demos of  games likeRayman and Killer Instinct, was held in this year. The first
Microsoft operating system to be named for a year was released in, and named for, this year.
ANSWER: 1995 [accept Windows 95]
[10] After this company announced that its Saturn console would cost $399, an executive at Sony's press
conference walked on stage, said the price of  a PlayStation was "299," and walked back off.
ANSWER: Sega [accept Sega Saturn]
[10] Nintendo showed off  their soon-to-fail Virtual Boy and early glimpses of  this successor console to the
SNES. GoldenEye 007 was released for this console.
ANSWER: Nintendo 64 [accept N64; prompt on 64] <Maharjan>

20. Following the 9/11 attacks, Clear Channel Communications, the largest owner of  radio stations in
America at the time, issued a long list of  songs deemed unfit for play. For 10 points each:
[10] Multiple songs by this Australian band made the list, including "Safe In New York City" and "Highway
to Hell." This band's logo depicts a lightning bolt in the middle of  its name.
ANSWER: AC/DC
[10] The list included the entire catalogue of  this highly anti-establishment rock band whose songs include
"Killing In The Name" and "Guerrilla Radio".
ANSWER: Rage Against The Machine [prompt on Rage]
[10] The list also included several hits by this grunge group, including "Blow Up the Outside World." Their
vocalist Chris Cornell died by suicide in 2017.
ANSWER: Soundgarden <Maharjan>


